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CARRY ON
BANKING…
In the Q&A for staff produced when TSB announced
it was setting up ‘customer hubs’ to deal with the
unprecedented levels of customer complaints, the
Bank said that staff in branches shouldn’t worry about
leaving colleagues in the lurch because it would deal
with that problem. Now we know how TSB is going
to help those hard pressed branches to deal with the
loss of staff at a time when the IT system is still not
working.
TSB is going to do absolutely nothing. Not a thing. No
support, no nothing. Diddlysquat. Zilch!!
Branch managers have been told by Area Directors to
get on with it. We are aware of some branch managers
who are losing three members of staff and they are
being given no support whatsoever. Staffing levels
were cut to the bone before the IT meltdown began
and by taking hundreds of staff out of the branches
when the system is still not working is just making
things much worse for those left behind. And the
people who come up with this idea are the same ones
who caused the damage in the first place. It really is
the case of lions being led by donkeys.
So branch managers who have lost staff are going to
spend most of their time on the tills or in the banking
hall helping out with customers. However, those same
branch managers will then be expected to do their
‘day’ jobs at the beginning and end of each day and at
a time when the Bank has just removed double time
for overtime working. The Bank said recently it would
be shining a light on mental health issues but what
it’s doing is putting branch managers under so much

CALL 01234 716029

THE CHAIRMAN OF TSB SAID: ‘TSB IS AT, OR FUNCTIONING
CLOSE TO NORMAL FOR THE MAJORITY OF TSB CUSTOMERS’.
WOULD YOU AGREE WITH THAT STATEMENT?

8%
YES

92%
NO

pressure they are not going to be able cope.
A number of Area Directors, who shall remain
nameless for the time being, have now started to ask
about branch performance and made it clear they
are not interested in excuses about the IT system or
staffing level problems. Those Area Directors, and
they know who they are, are under notice that if
they persist in making veiled threats to our members
we will name and shame them locally and nationally.
Moreover, we will tell TSB customers in the locations
covered by the Area Directors what they are doing.
Those Area Directors have been warned and no further
warnings will be given. Peter - “It will still be the
quickest bank systems migration since Norman
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• Customers are still coming into branches because
they can’t log onto internet banking. A number
of branches have reported that some customers
can’t log on because their date of birth has either
disappeared altogether or been changed.
• The chip and pin system which was supposed to have
been fixed still freezes regularly or stops working all
together.
• Ordering new/lost/stolen cards is “a joke” according

• On some of the cards issued by TSB the expiry date is
so far in the future it renders them useless.
• It’s taking so long for customers to get their new
cards that they are cancelling them thinking they’re
lost, only for them to turn up a few days later.
However, because the cards have been cancelled,
they are useless. The process then starts all over
again.
• Booking appointments for customers is also
a nightmare. Customers are turning up for
appointments that have been booked on the new
system only to be told that the members of staff,
who weren’t aware of the appointments, have
gone home.
TSB AWARD
The Bank says that “no decisions have been made
yet but the Bank Executive Committee and the
Remuneration Committee are considering how we can

already published, show that staff were divided about
industrial action at the height of the meltdown but that
will change quickly if their hard work goes unrewarded
when those who caused the chaos have walked off with
large severance payments.

Equally, if staff are fobbed off with an inadequate
award and pay increases then we will ballot members
on industrial action immediately and we will call on the
two HR approved unions to find their backbones and
do the same. Our survey results, some of which we have

Members with any questions on this Newsletter can
contact the Union’s Bedford office on 01234 716029 or
they can email us at 24hours@tbuonline.co.uk.

GIVEN THAT THE IT MELTDOWN IS ONGOING
AND THERE SEEMS TO BE NO END IN SIGHT,
SHOULD TBU BALLOT ITS MEMBERS ON
SOME FORM OF INDUSTRIAL ACTION?

HOW MANY HOURS UNPAID OVERTIME HAVE YOU
WORKED ON AVERAGE PER WEEK SINCE THE
MIGRATION WEEKEND?
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19%
DON’T
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19%
NO
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51%
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• The vouchers readers are still hit and miss and it
takes a lifetime for customers to pay in simple
cheques. Staff have said the new system makes them
“look like idiots” in front of customers. Moreover,
many customers have lost trust in the Bank’s systems.
In the past customers could be directed to cash
points or IDMs but those are not trusted anymore
and customers are actively choosing to queue far
more than they did in the past.

• In a number of cases customers reporting stolen
cards have been sent new cards which have exactly
the same numbers as the old cards including the
same PIN numbers.

reward Partners for their hard work in 2018”. Let’s be
clear, members of the Bank’s Executive Committee and
Board should get absolutely nothing for their collective
performance in 2018. The fact that any of them are still
in jobs is beyond comprehension.

11 - 15

CONTINUING IT PROBLEMS
It seems to be that TSB’s senior management team
can’t quite grasp the fact that the IT system is still not
working properly. Members have told us that:

to members. One member said the system “was so
complicated you don’t know if you are ordering the
right card for the right customer”.

6 - 10
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times (3rd October 2017) – Navin, Community Banking
Director, needs to rein in his Area Directors and
Regional Directors. If he doesn’t or can’t, we will.
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32%

Disagree Strongly
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32%

Disagree Strongly

VULNERABLE

40%

25
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78%
NO

ANGRY (AT THE (BANK)

ANXIOUS

74%
NO

INADEQUATE

60%

EMOTIONAL

EXHAUSTED

STRESSED

26%
YES

30
80%
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35

100%

22%
YES

HOW MANY HOURS PAID OVERTIME HAVE YOU
WORKED ON AVERAGE PER WEEK SINCE THE
MIGRATION WEEKEND?

MEMBERS ARE UNDER CONSTANT PRESSURE TO DEAL WITH THE CONSEQUENCES
OF THE IT MELTDOWN WITH NO SUPPORT FROM THE BANK.
WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING WORDS DESCRIBE HOW YOU FEEL
AT THE END OF A TYPICAL DAY?

TSB SAY THAT MR PESTER HAS THE SUPPORT OF STAFF.
DO YOU AGREE WITH THAT STATEMENT?

1 -5

HAS THIS LEVEL OF OVERTIME
WORKING CAUSED YOU ANY
SIGNIFICANT FAMILY CARE PROBLEMS?

